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AusDI and Fred IT Group offer pharmacies seamless access to medicines 

information 

AusDI and Fred IT Group have today announced an expanded partnership, delivering pharmacies 

access to drug information via Fred’s cloud-based solution, Fred NXT.  

Pharmacies using Fred NXT are now able to add AusDI as their preferred Medicines Information 

Product from within App Bar Manager, providing clinical safety at the point of care.  

Speaking on the announcement, Allison Hart, Manager, Publishing & Knowledge at 

MedicalDirector, said the companies have offered integrated solutions for years, and combining the 

knowledge of AusDI with the Fred NXT technology was a logical next step.  

“It’s extremely important pharmacists are equipped to deliver excellent care. This is why we’ve 

partnered with Fred to deliver rapid and easy access to accurate medicines information through the 

Fred NXT platform,” said Hart.  

“We have partnered with Fred to integrate our solutions in the past, and it made sense for us to 

collaborate again to give Australian pharmacists single-click access to our database on their chosen 

platform.”  

Paul Naismith, Fred IT Group CEO, echoed Allison’s sentiments and believes innovation is the way 

forward to enable pharmacists to deliver excellent care.  

“We are really pleased to be able to deliver AusDI to our Fred NXT customers. The two products 

work seamlessly together enabling pharmacists to access their choice of quality drug information in 

a single click due to the innovation and open design of Fred NXT.”  
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For more information, contact: 

Mariel Malabanan 
Phone: 0416 512 890 
Email: mariel.malabanan@fleishman.com.au 

Kate Scanlon 
Phone: 0418 494 477 
Email: kate.scanlon@fleishman.com.au 
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About AusDI 

AusDI delivers rapid access to Australia's most comprehensive and up-to-date database of 

independent drug monographs, pharmaceutical company product information (Pl), consumer 

medicines information (CMI) documents, product summaries, drug product images and interactions 

and safety monographs in one single resource. 

About Fred NXT 

Fred IT Group is Australia’s largest provider of Pharmacy IT solutions servicing over 3,000 

pharmacies. In 2014, Fred launched Fred NXT, Australia’s first cloud based management platform 

developed specifically for pharmacy. Fred is deeply committed to the pursuit of technological 

leadership and innovation that enables health professionals to run their business more efficiently, 

allowing them to optimise their time spent helping patients. This record of innovation has included 

the creation of ground breaking cloud based solutions such as eRx Script Exchange, Australia’s first 

and largest national electronic prescriptions exchange, and MedView - Australia's Medication Cloud.  


